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Carbon fiber (CF) reinforced thin shell (TS) composites with shell thickness below 300µm
enable impressive flexibility in high modulus structures that can be utilized in deployable space
structures [1] or mechanical meta-materials [2]. However, their mechanical response, especially
in bending, is poorly understood and differs from composites higher thickness for conventional
applications. TS composites show an increasing delay of compressive failure with decreasing
thickness in large deformation bending tests [3], which allows them to withstand strains beyond
2% [4]. In these strain regimes, carbon fibers show highly non-linear constitutive behavior,
which has drastic influence on stress distribution and failure. To date, no modelling approach
exists, that can capture and predict TS composite’s mechanical response, preventing a broader
utilization of the impressive mechanical behavior. This paper presents a modelling approach
that utilizes non-linear material modelling and micro/meso-mechanics in order to predict elastic
response and failure in TS composites. The model extends a micro-mechanical model for
compressive shear failure [5] to respect large strain gradients in thin shell’s bending, while
simultaneously considering non-linear material behavior. The results are corroborated by
micro-mechanical numerical simulations as well as by large deformation bending tests (Figure
1a) to explain and verify the effects of thickness and micro-structure on the outstanding
flexibility of thin shell composites (Figure 1b).

Figure 1. a) Large deformation bending of thin shell composites b) Prediction and experimental
results of the failure curvature as a function of thickness. Vf is the fiber volume fraction of the
composite, yo & λ refer to the intrinsic CF waviness with φmax being the maximum fiber angle.
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